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ABSTRACT

The' problem treated in paper was one of deter-

mination bf, effect"uppn stude'nt test scores causeby imple-

mentation of a computer asti'Sted test construction (CATC)

system.'. '

..

Two-Sections,of L.I.S. "528, , basic' course in cataloging,

were tested for one semester. One section was used'as a control

group. The other served ftt.4 expeyimental purposes. The

O

students were pre-tested, and then each received class instruction.

During the course of the semester,.unit exams, wereadministered

to evaluate individual progress. At the conclusion of the

semester, the students were post-tested.,

- It was found that, studen'ts in both sections- attempted

to meoorfze tile unit exams.-, S'tUdemts in the control section

were successful; while those in the experimental section were

unable to do so. ,
The post-test analysis confirmed the hypothesis

that there would be no detremental effect upon test scores

for students tested with 'the CAT,C,system.
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'PREFACE

This paperis written, not only with the intent of

fulfilling requirements far LIS.69-7, but di'so in hopes that

s -

it, or a vahation'ofit, might be uSed -by the Brigham
. .,:,.. .

. .

.. Young.University (BYU)° Department of Instructional Evaluat=16.7n

and Testing to help promote the use of compu,ter assisted test

construction (CATC) at the University.

The author, who serves as paniger>bf Testing Sei4ices,

takes full, responsibility for the''ttatements and judgments

made ljerein, as they are based'on hts experience in Testing

Services.Pnd his efforts in support,,Of CATC at' BYU since

.. 1971.. Gratitude is:feltfor the 141v;and -asSitaric? of Dr,:
ft.

Adrian.VanMondfrans, director of the BYU. peOprtmentof

Instructioqal EvaTuation and ,resting; who Pe,rmt-CteiV-me tfte

off work to c6mplete my. degree; to.O.r.,fle Lamson, of the
2

BYU School of Library and Information Sciences for use of

his LIS- 528 classes; to the' students of LIS--:5-2.8, Winter.

Semeter, 1976,for their willing .(or prii4i Tlfrig) -e1 p; 4nd.

to my wife, Elaine, and' sons, Michael, Mark;Aathan,:stott,

and Wendell,for .four yeiri'of enduringwWie Dad went'back

to.$chool.

.0.
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Chapter
I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

CoMputer assisted test cbnstructiOn ('GATE), when

coupled with an out-of-clkss testing prograth, is a relatively

new testing technique that seems to provide ease and flexi-
.

bility for the faculty member and the student. 6' It is impor-,

-tant, however,t before'this program becomes widely used, to

verify the assumption that student test scores are not

adversely affected by its implementation. Such verification

is the problam_treated by paper.

Hypothesis

The hypothesis tested in the fib-Homing- pages is

that'test scores from students,involved in an' out-of-class'

CATC testing program at Brigham Youl)g Universfty.(BYU) will

not be significaKtly lower tharr,s.cOres from students tested

with traditional "teacher-made" examinatians.

. .

-Definitions

Certain, terms, as explained below, have specific

,and unique meanings as they are used in thiS paper. Such

terms are defined*as follows:
,

. e .

...

*
II.

- Item. An item is a test qustionl, either #.itttep by
:.. .

4
a faculty me11113er,br made up by a computer, 'to be included in

. 1

1 '
l .
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alt

bn examinatton...

2

Seed. A seed is'a quesstri-en-lin skeletal form that

provides a framework up:on which acomputer will build to
e .

make up a.test question. For7exdmple--; "

was the President of the United S4tes." would b.e

,a. seed that could be corWeted by the insertion of the words

"Abraham icoln" and "sixteenth " to make a true-false

question.
r
. 7

Item bhnk. An item bank' is a collection of test

questions o Tds, in machine readable form, from which

items are selected r to assemble a°student test:

Foil. -A,foiT*is an alteFnativeanswer to an item.

Given the question, "Who was thv sixteenth U.S. President ? ",

and the alternatives "'George Was101,rton,' "Abraham Lincoln,".
l

and :John Ken nedy," these three alternatives would be foils. /, ,

Generation.` .The act of assembling itemsto create

a student exam is called generation.

Test generator. A computer program thatvassembles

-test questions to create a test is a test generator.

--,

r
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CATC SYSTEMS--A BACKGROUND

A fairly recent devel opment at Br igham YOung University
Qr

is tKe'deVelopment-Ofza computer assisted test construction

"facility admi.nistered,by the University'ss Department of

Instructional Evaluation and Testing; BYU2s CATC programs

f,.invoTve the computer n test_consti-Uction and analysts as

well as in grading and record .keeping to, assist the facUlty
,' '..; .

member in his task of student evaluation. rY .

According to Gerald Lipiiey, manager of Advanced
,

.
,

. ..

Instructional Applications Development in the Data ,Processing

\
Division of IBM, "The most noteworthy changes ineducational

testing, during the past few decade's have been thOS which

resulted frlm technological, ,progress. "1 The late 1940's and

1959's saw ,the advent of machines developed to quickly and'

efficiently score student examinations. Since that time,

wchint,scoring technology has advanced so that several hew-

sand exams can now be scored each hour by a single, relatively

-untrained, person.- As the scoring is done, data.can be

, gathered to provide tlimewhat sophi.s.ticated.statistical fflea-
.

sures of not only the exam, tak,en'as a whole,,,but also of

each alternative 6'Y on ,each question'of tie exam.

Ap

1Gerald Lippby, ed., Computer Assisted Test Construc-
tion (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Educational Technology
Publidations, 1974), p. 3. ,

3
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. 4 'Computer assistet test construction came to the

Brigham Young University campus in 1971, when Testing Services

(offitially, the Department of Instructional EValuatiOn,and

Testing) developed'an initial test generator program to
,

fLelect items randomly from anitem bank of questions provided
.1

tp the History department. In the past four years, .CATC

testing at BYU has grown from a yearly, total of. 2,000 exams

'administered, to *a projected 1975-1976 academic year total

'of 175,000 examina,tions. 2

Exactly'what is CATC? _Computer assisted test con-
\

struction has many facets, yet there are several commonalities

amongst all systems as they have developed in the United,

States: The systems include an item bank for examination

purposes. In mcvstqtases,' the bank itself is stored in the

computer, although at times, only indices to items, oritem

seeds are machine readable,

Rost of the items in existing CATC systems are
.

.

!"
i ,-,

objective.
.

H6Wever, they ,not.be. BYU's, test generator
.

program can handle.not only"objective questions (of which
- \,/. .

true false
,
are %imply i subset), but .also matching, short

answer, and essay questions. CATC involves, in every case,

the muse of a compqter to select items from the item bank.

The algorithm fOr selection is generally quite
P
sidple in

140U'

tha,f items are basically classified before selection, by
./

.

2Lewis'J. Wood, "Request for Approyal1of Computer
.Hardware Procurement" (Provo, Utah: Brigham Young Univer-
sity DepartmenT bf Instructional Evaluation and resting,
19759, p.,4.

11
4
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V
subjeCt and/or other measures such. a's'difficaqty or grade"

level. The instructor, then sets parameters to be usedby
,

the generator p.r6gram, indicating test. length, subject
,

Composition, di ffi;,g.ulty, etc..

.
. CATC, especially when linked to an out-of-class

tes#g pr'Ogram.stich. as that offered at BY1.12-seems- tb offer

o
several atIvantages over a conventional testing program.

Use of.the computerto gather item respOnse information and
.

statistical-me&sures on each foilallows for continual item

improvement, fOr 6Xample.

Because it em randomization-, virtu'ally assures test

security, by Preventing "leaks"..,of test forms, out,af-class
.

testing becomes practical, Such testing procedffres provide

increased lecture time within the classroom. For the student,

out-of-class testing provides flexibility -to h s schedule,

alliowi.ny him to avoid "heavy" days wherein he would normally

*have several exps%
-

'The 'proper development of item banks and their
,.

increasing usage provide an opportunity for sharing of items
..

1.

. ,
.

apong-sevetal facuTty'members. While'
.

this pra-ctide is .

7 se'

possible without a machine readable item bank, the.existente

of the !lank makes it practical rand easy, to share questions

of potential worth among faculty members.

Cost is apther major advantage a well-desiljne&

CATC system where multip-e formsmf several eq6ivalent

examinations. can be qdickly, easily ?. and inexpensively

generated. "Computer costs per printed test last year
.

4
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Eat BYO] totaled $0.4334. . i. - °Brigham'Young University's
o

CATC progr-am :has been de-Signed so that fourteen to s4teen
)'

studentsuse the same form df each eAam. Th'is sacrifices

some test security, but also'cuts costs. ,The'per-.student

test generation cost to the department.last yean was only'
`4. ,

$0.0271. \ka a recent study perforiTed by the author for
4

.

the pepartment of Instructional Evaluation and Testing,

the .cost of generating Student exami-nation,, administration

of the tests, scoring, andreporting back cumulative gradRs

We-faculty Was found to be ,$0.38.18 pet student per test.

This compares favorably to, the 1'.72 per student Rertest

cost found for 'conVentional test preparation, administration,

scoring, And remrding. 5

In.order to take advantage, then, of the CATCrogram,

what steps Milst-be taken? The first sflo-m is therIelectioh-or

development of a test generator program. Points consider

hef-e include minimization of costs,,criteria for item identi-.

fication and selection, 'file organization, and item response.

'feedback for question evaluation. Each of these que,,s,tions

has to'be answered by the systems analy.st who 01? desiQn

1
3L ,Pri,1 ". ewis, ood,- Establishing # C ,ATC SIstem: Where.

.

to Begin" (paper read at the', aohual 'Conference on
Computer Assisted Test COnstruction,FAtlanta, Georgia, Octo-
ber 13, 1975),' P. 5. t

5 Lewis J. -Wood, "Rrel ?minary AnalySfs" o Costs and
Revenues for,tiodular Testing"' (Provo, Utah: Brigham Young
University Department of Instructional Eval6Won and Test-
ing,.1975)`, p. 5.

do.
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the test generator.

...%:- .

Krl-tten, it nowis sufficient to memtion,these points and
.

.

,

then pass on to the particular prob.lem,at hand: the
1

. . . .

developmeWtof an item bank
V
to be used in !.,,I...S. 528., the $

.

cataloging course ,in the BYU School -of Library. and Infarmation
1. .-

0
7

Inas-much as the .BYU progr'.am is already ,1

r

I

O
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'ITEM' ANK DEVELOPMENT ND -TEST DESIGN: MET!16DOLOP

Before an adequate item bank could'be developed for'"

L.I.S. 528, ail- item analysis#had to be run on the items prevf-

ously used in the cIass's'five unit examinations. This
. , .

analysis provided not only frequency respdhse inforMatit)n on
. . ,

each item, foil, but also a pdint-bfserial correlation for that

foil. 'The iteManalysisprogram then used that correlation
A

figure to perform .a question evalu...a>pll which rated the item's

discrimination r- ecord'From "A," 0 - discriminating item) to

,'E" (an ambiguotis one): Based this question evaluation,

the item pool vas, culled df all "D" and "E" questions before
.

it put into the machine readable format.

Because of the design' specifications of TESTGEN-,

`thy test generator program in use at' BYU; the items for the

pool were .keypunched to eighty column cards. The finst

four colUmns of each card, as well as tife last five -columns

of the 1ast card, in the.guestion were used forcantrol and

identification purposes... The item could be-of any Tengtb,'

.hoWeVer,'as any number of cards,could be used for the question

text. As a backup, to be used in,cases'of extreme machine

error, the entire item- bank, was alp stored on tape as well

as'om disc. The distfile was the actual "generation file"

from which the items'were randomly selected.

8 .
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The item pool for use in LIS 528-was strictly

9

MultIple choice in format. Not only is-this the trftlitiona.1

,:approaVi to unit exams for this course, it is also the e/A,sfest

type of question for Which to quantify test 'resifts. Conse-_
quently, no change itenr format was 'made. Nofrever,

using a technique first reported by Denney in '673, 1 but
,

*dependently developed at.BYU in 1971, the,m4tip)echeice

questions, had a unique difference. Several ilcorrect

responses,were loaded into the item bank for Aacn que-Stion

and ,,the generator program randomly selected not only the

item, to be used on the examination, but also the reSbonses
.,

. ,

fu be, pr.rnted, with that" item.' Thus, whiTe'two.TorMs of the

'exam could contain. the sam.item, the foil's:to tii,af item
. .:

could be unique. ,_

o'

One problem of particp);r signiiqdancAll the devel-
.

opment of any machine- readable-''item baliik is Oat of determining
.

the size oT.the bank. In Other words,'MW ,many questions are

needed in an item bank?. "Many theoreiticq.rfind practical
-

factors are 'involved in the final decision..- The number of
.

2Lees mu:St'be ad quate to cover the subject matter, . . ." _

Li ppey judged that about fifty items "arid neededper,olass
,.

hour of presented m'ateri'al. Donaldjklen en, professor of
0,

psycholog4 at the' UpiveKsity of 'Umbras a, 1:10tOlated that

1
..iC. Denney,' ,, is .More to a' Test,Pool than Data,

"Collection," Ed0qationa.F.TechnblogY' 3 (1973), 19-20.
.

,--.

2
Gerald Tippey, ed., Computer/ Assisted Test Construc-

. %tion (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,: ) Educational Technology
Publications, 1974), "p. 48-.

.{
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about'ten, times aS.may relevant items are needed in the

bank a,will appear on each test. It is, interesting to note,

however,' that the two methods yield somewhat similar results.

*. Jensen, administered about eight examinations in a semester

usigg,a,total.pf 2400 items. Lippey's rule applied to a

similar course meeting forty -five times"yields 2,25°0 items.?
)

For the 'above reasons, it was originalTY4p.lannied to
,

: apply the°tArc .approach to. the LIS 52a quizzpSfrather than,,

1
--' .

- ,

to the unit e ems., Ina'smuch as this was°not ROssible, the
..;

availableitems from the'unit exams were used,. 'These items

''totaled only approximately twice.the number of items to be

seletted for each test generated.
,

Once the item pool was ;prepared and edited, it

then became Rospible to set up testi programs for. two

separate sections c) LI.S.528.,' to perforim prestest'analysiS,

and -to run the students,thrOugh'tbe programs", using one sec-

tion for control .and' one, for experimental ku.rposes. The

following pareagraphs explain how tife-program worked.

The Control Group

' N

The students in the control group attended class

in the tr.aditional manner. Weekly quiizes on cataloging,

written by the class instructor.,. were administered in ..th-e

modular test center loCated in the Grant Building on the

BYU campus. The center was open from 8:00 Ap "'Until 6:00 PM,

on'Mondeys; 8:00 AM until 8:00. PM, Tuesdays through Fridays;
O

and 9:0,0 AM untij 1:00 PM on Saturdays. Each ?of the five, unit

3lbid., p. 49.
14 1'I
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exams., also written by the class instructor,, was 9 n a like
manner, administered. Each quiz, and unit exam-had %to be

passed with a score* of 81 percent or above: Failure too do

-5-o necessitated a student retaking the test. the retake
. .

quiz was made up of quest-eons similar to thoseAn the irst.. . J . .

. quiz.' The retake exam, as h'as been traditional-;- was made up

ofhe same items, printed in a different order. To keep.
,t /' .,

t r, ,if, which vers ion, ..af an. e xa4,:. 1,*ter: te..k.eir-3 -eah -°'
= ), . ,

student was issued ,a testing_ card by\ Testing Services. As ,
.

soon as' the student finished his test it was
4

,ka.nd-scored
)

and he wat then able to review the ma erial .orOthe test to

see where mistakes were ',made.

The Experimental Groups

:The stpdents in the experimental gro,ukalso attended

class in the _traditional fashion.. 'hie same weekly quizzes .

admiois'tered to the control section were also, administered

to 'studenrs in the 'experimental' group. Metliods of tgst

administration were the same for both, groups as ,were modular

ceht,er hours.

The experimental/ section was aisd administered five
- ,

unit exams, but these 6iams were compos d items randomly

.slected from the item, posil As in the control group, each

sttgdent had to retake a quiz_or exam if he failed to attvin
.

.t.- a minimum of 81 percent.: Retakes,.-of quizzes for the e-xperi-

mental class were conducted the same as forthe control eclat-s.

Retakes of-' the ,,unit exams, however, were different inasmuch

as tte retake -exam was another randomly selected
.
-(instead of

18
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simply re-ftdered) test. Compued'with the student's fii",st qk
.

version of the exam, some iteMs wean expected to be'the same;

` 4 .

others would!be the same question with.a different set.of
o.

aalternative7; while other items would'be-completely different.

,

Item order was also randomized, in that the firstquesion

on form "A" was not neces'sarily the list question on-form

"B", if, in fact, it appeared op, form-,"B" "Jesting

Services personnel'recorded which,forMs of the quizzes and

unit exams were taken by students iA the experimental 'group

by again using a testing card;"as case of the control

.group. In order to 'separate the two'groups and to insure the

.proper examination was given, to each student, the testing

cards were color- coded.

As %loon as the student in the experimental 'section ,

finished hisa.4per, he took it to the control clerk where

it vas 'h'and- scored. He iAas then able. to look over his exam

and determine where he made his mistakes.

Analysis of the Two GroupsMethodology

,Assuming a normdl distributiori3Of'students as they. ..
1'

I -zienrolled at the beginning of, the semester, the students in .,semester,

the control tand-experiMental sections of L.I.S. 528 were .

,
thought to be. equally "unknowipg." To 'erify this assumption',

a pre-test, made up of qUestiOni selected from the unit exams
A.

an d weekl uzzes, was written by.,,the author of this paper
.

.arid is included in the apOendix. This phe-testswas administered

to _students in berCh sections. A t:test was.ruti against the
.

Scores to verify that no' difference existed at the 0.01 level

19
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'of significance.-

,.
At.the'conclusio of the semester, the-same pre-testHeq 4

was'agairr*dministered and these "post test results were

mezasUred for statistical ,significance. Gains in both groups

:/s, post-testing were anticipated, but epections

, 'Concerning differences of post-test scores." between'tlie two,

groups were,not-known. Higher post-test, experimental scores
,

or approxfmately equal post-test scores -between the two

group's should be indicative of a significant advantage of the

CATC or experimental approach over the ,traditional test-ing

duet-to ease of testing and grading for the fdculty'thember.

Significantly lower` post-test experimental scores should, on- ,

the other hand, indicate the experimental approach had'been

detrimen&l to the students' orearning processes.

r

Due to the required minimum passing score of 81 perceft

for both sections, t-tests-were hot run on the unit exam scores,

but the hypothesis was made concerning these scores that the.
.

students-in the control section would simply "memorize" the
t.

4-tests, while those in the experimental section would not be

able, to-do so. Assuming this to be the case, the author

anticipated that the highest mean scores for the experimental
9

section would be lower than comparable scores for the control

section, while'the standard deviation js.d.) of these scores. -
,.

greater.
'

,

for the experimental se-ction would be greater. In other words-',

since the students in the exPeri-mental section were unable to,
.

memprize the tests, their scores'woul'd be lower and the,curve
.., ,

. .

.
,would be more spread out than the curve of the control, section.'



I-

. If, as has been hypothesized, students have attempted

to memorize the unit.exams, it would also 'be expcted that

the greatest number of mtkltiple retakes UhIrd or fourth

dttemptsat passing}, would occur expdrimental secti6n.

on Test 1, where 'the studrits drItiCIpafed-returniro to retake
.

.

the same exam., As it became apparent that item memorization

would not be helpfml, increased study,-previous to taking

an exam, would become more appropriate and, consdquently,

'it.might be seen that total retakes for the experinrental'

section would drop to less than that of the control, section

as the .testin.g continued through-the,semester.

,

e

\
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Chapter 4. .
ANALYSIS OF og. 523 TEST DATA

.

Pre-Ost Results

Approximately fif,tylie $tudqt's enrolled in LI,S, 528

r Minter Semester', 1976, but 10 perdenc.droped the clas

'Were it. actually began. Df-the fifty stude4ts remaining
. - .., - .,

, .

who began instruction and actually' teok the pre -te$t,re-te;t, tpirty
.

.
.

ewere in Section 1 d were.deignated as- th-e control gro.tp.

The'remain-ing twenty students enrolledJn SoctIonAOand
A

constituted the experimental roy',ef studelits%
.

The't-test results of the prertest can lie
0°.,

Table 1, below.

Table 1.

Pre-test Results
,

I

seen. in

g

Group Mean,. Significance

Control

ExpeTimenta1

30 12..833 2 741371,i:

20 12.300 ,2,00:3

'Cross Test Significance,
a

Nohe

As can be' seen, while the mean of the control

group exceeded that of-the experimentarsection, the observed

difference was not consider d to be_statisilli-cally:signfficant.4

15, '
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This result verifies the. assumption that.the two sections,

started th-e cdurse at the satie point In-ether w.ot.ds,the
1

tw=o groups were, in fact, equally "unknowing.'

Unit Exams- -Test Results

As can be seen from an examination of Tabl- 2,

.analysis of the data collected from the unit examsis inter-

1.6

esting.

Table,2

Unit Exam Results

ti

Control Grolli

Test

First Attempt Highest'Attem'pt Average

Retake

Gain- .Mean S-.,D.

_

--ile-a-n--- S. D.
/-

.

1

2

3
,..
.....

4

5

75.88

77.4'4

80.22

.83.65

85.3

..,.

11.97

13.24

9.66
-.

8.31

9.22

90.49

93%15

90.82-

88.46

90.25

6.78

5.76

6.36

-7:31

_4.78
, _,

2.1.19

28.27

23.86'

25.00

23.13

'

,,

.- Experimental rc:iup

,
1 70.25 '12.30 88.25 = 7.95- 28.50

2 73.7 8135 84.75, 5. 22.00

'77.25 12:30 84.75 . . 0 18.753

4` 82.00 12.90 89.50 8..00 .15.00. 0
I 4 .

5
,

84.25 8.55 85.75' 7.65
..1 --

25:00r-,?

23 4
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In four of the five cases, the experimental students

scored lower, after retaking the unit exams, than disci the

control students. Also, in four of the five cases, the s.d.

of the control group A5 less than that of the experimental

section. In three of the cases, tire aveyag.e min over initial

scores obta-ined*by control students as they retook their

exams exceeded the gain made by experimental students. In

and case, thiS,Offer.6nc2 NIA ten pOints.,Inithe
$;

two cases where this situation' reversed itself, the experi------

men'tal gaiv.over-"the control gain was less thantwo' points.
4

6
(In fact, on Test l, the experimental gain was less than one

third of one point better thin the contft1 gain.)

kt, Retakes of Unit Exams. 'The T6'rcentage of students

retaking exams was qui4e comparable''for four of the five
. .

unit exams. Only on Test 5 did the experimental students

drastically 'differ in the number of retakes. Tdble 3

shows. this data.

Table

,Perceritage of Students.), Retaking Exams

,Test Contr:o4 Group. Experimental Group

11.
1 57: A

2 56. 48

3 44 43

19 22'

5 20 9

Is

24.

ti

--
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, I1ul tide Retakes
't

of Unit Exams. 'Multiple retakes

-of unit exams. were significantly different'for the two groIps.

Only 1.03 percent of the total.exams taken by the Control

gisoup were multiple retakesowhile 5.37 oer -cenT of the' experi

,mental exams fell it to.this category.' Fifty percent of all

experimentaldulti'ple retakes ocCure'd on Test 1, but this

number declined steadily until none of the stirdents in the

exp,04.imentalsection had totake,.the fifth test more than

twice. These retakes, as a percent of the number of students' .

. .41
initially talking the tests and of the'actual numbers of

multiple retakes recorded are shown in Table 4.

'Table 4

Muctiple Retakes of Exams'

a

9

Test

Control Group (n=27). Experimehtal Group (_,n20)

% of Class
If of

Retakes' % of'Class.
of

Retakes'

1

2

*3

4

5

3.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

3.7

1

1

0

a"

0

10.0

.5.0

0.0

4

I

1'

0

Unit Exam Summary. In summary;,the analysis of unit
.

exams scores shows slightly higher retake means for-the

control section than for the experimental group. Conversely,

experimental are smaller. Retake percAntages fended
1

25.
D
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to b.e .quite close, until ,Test 5, where the epet4imenta group-

19

as a Whole retook the exam less than ha.lf the number of times

that the cdtitroL group did. Analysis of the multiple retakes

IV exams shbws this haOpened'almost five times as frequently

A (ph a'-pr capita basis) in the experimental class. as fn the

'control section. Exactly one-half the experimental multiple

retakes. took place on the first unit exam.

'

A
Post-test AWalysis and Pre-pbst Comparisons

.

The sample sizes An the control and experimental

grdupt decline0 during the semester to where only 41

011

students took tie post-test. 'Seventeen of these were in

the experimental sect/on and the remaining 24 were in the

.control group. .

As- can be,seen in Table 5, there was a considerable

gain for each section. over its pre-test scores. T-t st

analysis of this gain showed it to be significant at the

.001 level of.,:conlidence. A sjAliar analysis of post-test

meafts-IdetweN'the control and e4erimental sections showed

there to b'e no significant difference,between-the two groups.

A close eXarliination of tiN mean gain for each section on the
, 0

pvst-test over it_s- pre-test score. 5hows the students in'he

experimental section outscored their counterpart's in the
4

control group by 0.849 points. An analysis of covariance,

was run in an attempt to determine if this more sensitive test

could find significance' in'this gain, but none, existed at the

: ':011; level.

41t2 6
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Table 5

Pre - post -test tomp'arisons.

Group Pre
Mean

Pre
S.D.

Post
Mean

Post
S.D.

Mean Sigh-ifi-
Gain( cance

Contrbi 12.833 2.437 19.625 4.332 6.792 .001

v-

Experimentaj 12.300 2,003 .19.941 4:235 v.641 .001

summary tabulation of,the pre-post-test data con- ,

.elu=des tha't the, two groups started together and, while mean

gains in post-test s,cores.oyer scores on the pre-tei-t were

signifiCant at the .001 1140e1, the two groups -had no signi-

ficantly-different learning experiefiCes. This is in spite of

the observed d'ifference'in'mean gain scores where the exp-eri-.

. mental s.ection did better/.

4

27-



Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
s

Analysis of the, data collected has proven to be

quite conclusive.as follows.

Pre-test Results

The t-est showed- tkle two groups to be equally

O

"unftowing" at the beginning of the semester. Thus, no ,
A

'L

adjustment` of test scores had to be made in. order to make
4

post-test comparisons.

Unit Exam Results

As anticipatedretake scores from the control

sect-ion were .higher and more closely clustered. than Were
E

4the same scores frOm .experimental section. This,

coupled with the retake patterns of. the two groups and the
_

excessive, multiple retakes an Test -1 for the experimental

section, provid conclusive evidetice, in the autnor',s

opinion, of 'attem ted.test memorization On the part of

both groups. In klike manner, the data suggest the

experimental approach of random item selection to be fairly

effective:in combating this attempt,/with resultant increased,

study on the Bart of those students inlhe experimental
.

section.

21
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Post-test 4Result i5,1 . s.

1

.

-
,

-. -

The experimental section showedsmore-Oin ,oAfr,.
.

.
.:-

pre-teste.scores than did the control section-,.but this gain' ,

.:-

was not significant at the .61 level; The fact that the

22

,

,
experimental students did at least as well as the control

.

students is significant, however, in that it' verifies th4.

primary hypothesis of this paper that scores .of studebts-,

involved with ,CATC testing should not be slower than the

scores of students not so involved.

Summary and Suggestions for Further

/

The data gathered an.d Presentedin this 'paper
s

presents a strong cas-el, in the author's opinioii,fq1r CATC

testing. The tests are easier for the instruCtor tp,Oroduce,

after the data bank is prepared, than are Fonven ional exams.

They also seem.tohave some advantages over the onVentional

exam if that exam-is,to be retaken to measure a student's

.learning and growth. Test memorization becomes impractical
y

in such a CATC environment and this, in and of itself, can

increased study. Test securliialso i less
of

problems as students find, no reason to pis-s qd stions to their.

pe.eps.

More importantly, ,from the.viewpoiht of the class

instruct6r, the data suggest there is no decrease in the

'student's leernixdue to CATC testing. On the contrary, it

might just provide the stimulus for further study and a

resultant enriched-learning e-xpertence..

ThinOro of this "paper as a pilot

29:
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to'follow, expansion of -the project so as ,to
.

, ...0...: .
.

buildted students over multiple semesters in an extensive

23

i.nvol ye.' several

evaluation of :the impact of CATC testing might be fruitful.

Preliminary an.alysis of this impact indicates .the 'e'mergence

Qf a 'new tool , which may prove- to be quite, useful in enriching

the eduCational process for students involved in its use.

Z

4
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'GRADUATE scilool, OF LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCES

LIS 528'
pc) NOT WRITE 0 THIS TEST

Organization and Processing M. 'Lamson
of Materials Winter, 1976

PRE-ASSSSMEN INSTRUMENT

Please. code your name and socia security number in the-appropriate
boxes on the answer sheet.-

GOOD LUCK:c

1. *What is the bes.t way to catalog maps?
.

a) use LC
b) use AACR 1'

'c) -use American Q142graphical Society
d) there is. no one "best" way
e) none of the above

2. Which publication seems to be the only one dealingith county
and Municipal items?

a) month ycaEalbg
b) checklist of State Documents
c) PAIS
d) Municipal yearbook_
e) none of the above

, -

a.' What is the major problem in cataloging music with generic titles?

a) establishing the tandard title
b) no particular majo problem
c) establishing the co oser
d) none of the above--t ere is a problem, but it's not h

_ 4.' What' is the difference between-a full score and a miniature score?

'
.

a) none
b) size
c) use
d) none of ;thesethere is a difference, but it's 4nOt here

5. The use of color-coded cards is YeCommended for-use cataloging
media. ,

a) true
No) false

" 3 2
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",,6. What is Subject cataloging?

a) Subject cataloging deals with making the entire catalog card
b) Subject cataloging-deals- only .with establishing the main entry -
c) Subject cataloging deals only with de0.ding upon which subject

headings to use

7. What are Ole two major categories, of biography?

a) collective. - individual
b) lives of 1irsons - as a forM of writing
c) collectivendividual ad hoc
d) as a form,df writing - ad hoc
e) none_ of the above

.

The field,e.of literature has two Classes of materials which must
be distinguished carefully. They are

a) . belles-lettres collections
b) collections works about literature
c) belles-lettres individual literature
d), work about literature belles lettres
e) iconeof these

9.' There are several uses for a shelf list. -Which og the following
is set one of them? .

a) protectionsagainist duplication of -a call number
b) buying guide
c) inventory control
d) 'record of achievement
.e) aid in classification

t

10. What constitutes a "set of cards?" ,

''a) main entry card, plus one card for each tracing
0 -main entry card, plus one card for each tracing plus Shelf

list
c) main entry-card and' shelf list
d) none of the above

11. The LC SubjectHeading List, beyond simply being A subject liSt,,
can also serve as
;

a) quasi-relative index 'to LC
b) a finddng device %

7,c) name file
d)' none of these

IMP
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12:- 'What'edition s unabridged DC now in?

.0 14th-
b)

'c)

20th
none of the, above

,

.14C traces itself back to which great philosopher?

L._ 2

s

v.
a) Aristot le'
b) Plato

,c) Spencer
d) Cutter
e) none of the above.,

You have been using, LC Class N:, Fine Arts as-a text; Which of
the following subjects are included in DC 700's, but not in LC
Class N?

a) Music
b) Photography
c) Graphic arts

-(1). a, b
e) ,a, b,

.15. WhaelseemS to be a major diffidulty With useeof almost any claeS-
, ifi.cation scheme?

a) overlapping of suBjCct areas
b) no real major difficulty,

lanIguage problems
d) none of the above

0

Abg

16. In the tracings on a card, subject entries:
- ,

.

.
.

a) precede other added entries .
r

.

b) go behind Roman numerals'
c) follow the other added entries , - . A

d) la)' and (b) 4
e) none of the above

g .0
,.,

.

17. . What is the purpose of a See also reference?

,
r

a) -To direct a reader from a non -used heading to a usedlheading
,b) To provide. historical kinds of information for the user of the

card catalog
,

c), Both (a -) "and' (b) c
. .

: 5,
.-

,

d) To direct a user 'to material related to the heading consulted
,e) -None of the .above

'2 7
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18.- What is the purpose.of a. Uniform Title? '\\

a) To make added wark for.a.aaaloger
qr b) Td\bring together all catalog entries or'a,,,given work for

'which various editions, translations, -etc. have various title,
c), ro provide a method for standardizing title entries

.
4 ,d) None, of the above

,

is

19. What s the entry' work for the Holy Bible?

a) The Bible
b) The Holy Bible
c) Under name.of translator
d) Bible
e) None _of the above Rs.

se'

45.

20. GenerAlly speaking, when two corporate bodies have 4111-e same name,
but are located in different places, then%

a) some'aibitrary device is used to distinguish i.etween'them
0) the name of the place is added

One is entered under place; the other is entered unde-\. its
corporate name'

d) hopefully such will not happen
e) none of the above.

.,,,

21.

22.

What his the primary importSnce.Of MARC?-

a) large data base
b) communications device
c) networking device
d) standardization
e) none of the above

How are MSS,hoilSed?

a) In boxes
b) on 'the egular shelves

In acid free Manila- folders
'd) none of'these.

. ,

O

,23. What is the major difficulty in eStabliphing.Chinese personal names?
. ) ..,

a) Language impassible . , - ' -

_

.

b) one person ,may have _several which are ell'1Agitimate
c) none. . .

to use

d) few ti cords avail410, ,

.
,

e) none :ief the above---therb i,p one, but it Isn!.t listed above
r

28
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;24.--What are-holographic'manuscriptg?,

. s.

a) 'typewritten
. b) printed

c), handwritten
d) dittoed .

e-)- none of these,

25. Day-book,
.40 11111.0.,11.C.

journals, diaries would be uategoriielkvg.:

a) printerg' copy '"
. -

,MSS mritte.n before the ,invention of printing
c) author's first drafts,
d) correspondence not written fdr publication
-0' private papers

0
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